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1. Problem Statement 
1.1. Introduction 

Traffic demand increases are pushing aging ground transportation infrastructures to their 

theoretical capacity. The result of this demand is traffic bottlenecks that are a major cause of 

delay on urban freeways. In addition, the queues associated with those bottlenecks increase 

the probability of a crash while adversely affecting environmental measures such as 

emissions and fuel consumption. With limited resources available for network expansion, 

traffic professionals have developed active traffic management system (ATMS) in an attempt 

to mitigate the negative consequences of traffic bottlenecks. Among these ATMS strategies, 

variable speed limits (VSL) have been gaining international interest for their potential to 

improve safety, mobility, and environmental measures at freeway bottlenecks.  

VSLs are speed limits that can change based on real-time traffic and/or weather conditions 

(Fuhs, 2012). The changed speed limits are communicated to road users in a number of ways, 

including overhead gantries (Figure 1-1), variable message signs (Figure 1-2), and electronic 

roadside speed limit signs (Figure 1-3). The activation of the VSL system and the control 

logic for setting the VSL may be controlled manually by a traffic management center (TMC) 

or by using real-time traffic data as part of an intelligent transportation system (ITS). As 

evident from Figure 3, the VSL may be mandatory or advisory. In any case, the primary 

objective of VSL is to harmonize the traffic flow near a bottleneck. This harmonization is 

most commonly accomplished by gradually reducing the speed limit on the segment 

upstream of the bottleneck. In doing so, the shockwaves associated with vehicle deceleration 

are suppressed, resulting in improved traffic flow and safety. Other potential benefits of VSL 
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include delayed onset of the bottleneck formation, shorter duration of a congestion period, 

and better utilized capacity of the controlled corridor. 

 

Figure 1-1: VSL Gantry Display 

 

 

Figure 1-2: VSL Displayed on a VMS 
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Figure 1-3: Roadside Electronic Speed Limit Signs (Mandatory and Advisory) 

 

Interestingly, VSL has been used to improve traffic flow for several decades. In fact, the first 

VSL system in the United States was installed near Detroit, Michigan in 1962 (Robinson, 

2000), with the goal of alerting motorists to decelerate when approaching a bottleneck and 

accelerating after passing the bottleneck. Since then, several other states and countries have 

experimented with the use of VSL on freeways. These field studies offer valuable insight on 

the potential of VSL to remedy the adverse effects of traffic bottlenecks. However, 

advancements in traffic simulation software are allowing practitioners and researchers alike 

to evaluate traffic management strategies, such as VSL, in the planning phase. This 

methodology serves as an alternative to time-consuming and often expensive field 
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observations. Using simulation, several VSL deployment strategies have been developed for 

specific applications such as inclement weather conditions, work zones, and recurrent 

congestion. Additionally, some recurrent congestion studies have investigated the pairing of 

VSL with ramp metering. Nevertheless, the objectives, implementation scheme, and 

evaluation methods vary from study to study.  

 

1.2. Literature Review 

1.2.1. Bottlenecks and the Effect of VSL on Traffic Flow 

Traffic bottlenecks are segments with a reduced traffic flow rate that may be caused by 

changes in road geometry (i.e., lane drop), adverse driving conditions (i.e., snow/ice), or an 

area of intense weaving (i.e., freeway on/off ramps). Regardless of the cause, the formation 

of a bottleneck can reduce the mobility and safety of the local network. To better understand 

how bottlenecks are formed, Kerner and Reborn (1997 and 2002) and Kerner (2002) 

investigated traffic characteristics near a bottleneck created near an on-ramp. The work 

produced a three-phase traffic flow model to describe observed phenomena at bottlenecks. 

The researchers argued that moving jams emerge from a synchronized flow state and cannot 

occur in free-flow conditions. At on-ramps with high flow rates, a synchronized flow pattern 

is created upstream of the ramp, allowing for jams to occur if the density continues to 

increase. The recognition of synchronized flow rates has become an important part of many 

advanced VSL control algorithms that use predictive modeling to intervene before jam 

conditions are created. Additional work on the effect of speed limits on bottleneck formation 
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was done by Sailer et al. (1997). This research generated a mathematical formula of the 

speed-density relationship as a function of speed limits near bottlenecks. This relationship 

proved that speed limits can affect the formation of bottlenecks and the propagation of 

traffic jams. The research of Bellmans et al. (2003) and Ghods et al. (2010) recommended 

that a merging term is needed to estimate the speeds near an on-ramp because the observed 

behavior could be explained by increased density alone. The requirement for this term arises 

from lane-changing and weaving behavior in the proximity of an on-ramp. Lastly, Barlovic 

et al. (1998) proposed the slow-to-start rule that describes the phenomenon that vehicles 

tend to accelerate at a slow rate when exiting a high-density segment. 

With a reasonable understanding of the formation of bottlenecks, several researchers have 

moved to investigate the impact of VSL on the fundamental diagrams. Papageorgiou et al. 

(2008) explored the effects of VSL on traffic flow by comparing the flow-occupancy curves 

for different speed limits. The authors found that at under critical densities VSL flattens the 

slope of the flow-occupancy diagram and shifts the critical occupancy to a higher value. In 

relation, the research by Nissan and Koutsopoulos (2011) evaluated the effectiveness of 

VSL using level of service under several control scenarios. Interestingly, the researchers 

found that the definition of level of service was dependent on the implemented traffic 

controls. A similar finding was discovered by Wang and Ioannou (2011), reporting that the 

change of speed limit for a long period, as would be the case in inclement weather or long-

term work zones, can change the shape of the fundamental diagram. Kononov et al. (2012) 

investigated the relationship between flow/density, speed, and crash rate using neural 
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networks. This relationship was used to calculate a Flow Crash Potential Indicator under 

various conditions. The study found that the crash rates remain constant until a critical 

threshold of speed and density was achieved. Using this observed threshold, a VSL control 

algorithm was proposed with the objective of improving traffic safety. However, the effects 

of the algorithm were not tested in this study. Further research on the effect of VSL on 

traffic flow was conducted by Kianfar et al. (2013), who investigated the operational 

impacts of a field-deployed VSL system on I-270 in the State of Missouri. Statistical tests 

showed that the flow-occupancy diagram changed significantly under VSL control in seven 

of eight congested locations. The slopes of the flow-occupancy function at over-critical 

occupancies were steeper under VSL control. However, the study found some 

inconsistences in the effect of VSL on some traffic flow parameters such as the direction of 

critical occupancy shift and the duration of the congested period. 

 Lastly, the work of Carlson et al. (2011) showed the impact of VSL on fundamental traffic 

flow relationships, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. As shown in Figure 2-1(a), at under-critical 

densities VSL will reduce flow. However, Figure 2-1(b) shows that at over-critical densities, 

VSL can improve traffic flow. In Figure 2-1(b), each curve represents the fraction of the 

original speed limit (e.g., b= 0.8 represents 80% of the original speed limit). Thus, for a 

given over-critical density there exists a speed limit that maximizes flow. 
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Figure 2-1: Effect of VSL on the Flow-Density Diagram (Carlson et al. 2011) 

 

In addition to the effect of VSL on the fundamental diagrams, some studies have 

investigated the influence of VSL control systems on general measures of traffic flow such 

as lane use, speed variance, and shockwave mitigation. Under these considerations, the 

early work of Smulders (1990 and 1992) found that VSL reduced the fraction of small 

headways and more stable traffic flow. In doing so, throughput can be increased and 

congested conditions can be delayed. Likewise, Shi and Ziliaskopoulos (2002) used traffic 

flow and human behavior in the driving task to find that the benefits of VSL include 

improved safety, improved traffic flow, and more comfortable driving environments. The 

more recent research by Duret et al. (2012) studied the effects of VSL on lane flow 

distributions on a three-lane freeway in France. The results showed that VSL increased the 

use of the shoulder lane by decreasing the speed difference between the shoulder and 

passing lanes. Similarly, Nes et al. (2010) used driver simulation to analyze several VSL 

system designs. The study assessed driver compliance with each design as well as the 
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homogeneity of driving speeds. The authors concluded that dynamic speed control 

increased the homogeneity of driving speeds, with the best results coming from the 

advanced in-car system. In a like manner, Popv et al. (2008) developed a VSL control 

system to resolve shockwaves based on a distributed controller design technique, with each 

VSL sign having its own controller. Using METANET simulation (Messner and 

Papageorgiou, 1990), one study used traffic data in the immediate neighborhood of each 

VSL sign. The authors found that the proposed control method efficiently resolved 

shockwaves while reducing the total time spent by nearly 20%. The mitigation of 

shockwaves was also observed by Hegyi et al. (2005A). 

Lastly, a few studies have analyzed the influence of VSL control on roadway capacity.  

Geistefeldtl (2011) investigated the impact of VSL on freeway capacity in Germany. Using 

density and speed data, a five-minute capacity function was developed. The analysis 

compared the coefficient of variation of the predicted capacity under several speed control 

strategies. The author concluded that scenarios under VSL control had statistically 

significant lower coefficients of variation of the estimated capacity than those without VSL 

control. Thus, VSL control results in a lower risk of traffic breakdown in moderate 

volumes. In a similar evaluation of VSL control, Heydecker and Addison (2011) analyzed 

the relationship between speed and density for freeways under VSL control. Using one-

minute aggregated data, a speed-density relationship was created using log-likelihood value 

comparisons. The study discovered that capacity increased when speed control was 

implemented. In a related study, Hegyi et al. (2005A) found that compared with the no-
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VSL control case, VSL can restore outflows to capacity more quickly. In doing so, the total 

time spent can be decreased by up to 17.3%. 

1.2.2. VSL in Recurrent Congestion 

Due to the frequent and predictable occurrence of peak hour congestion in many of the 

world’s urban networks, applications of VSL in recurrent congestion have become perhaps 

the most rigorously researched ATMS strategy. In fact, researchers from across the globe 

have investigated the potential for VSL control to improve mobility, safety, and 

environmental considerations. The remainder of this section summarizes those findings.  

Similar to work zone studies, several evaluations of VSL in recurrent congestion have been 

carried out in simulated settings. Abdel-Aty et al. (2006) and Abdel-Aty et al. (2007) built 

on Abdel-Aty et al. (2005A) Abdel-Aty et al. (2005B). Using PARMAICS simulation 

software, the researchers showed that VSL could improve safety by using real-time data 

under medium- to high-speed traffic conditions. However, no significant improvement was 

found in the low speed scenarios. In a later study by Abdel-Aty et al. (2008), the use of 

homogeneous speed zones was introduced to determine the distance over which VSL 

would be implemented from a given target station. Using neural networks to classify crash 

and non-crash conditions, the overall risk change index was determined for rear-end and 

lane-change risks. The authors noted, “One of the most important factors in the crash risk 

models is the variance of speed between the station of interest and the nearest station 

upstream.” The study found that VSL reduced both rear-end and lane-changing crashes 

under the 60% and 80% loading conditions. However, VSL did not have a significant 
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positive effect under congested conditions (90% loading). Next, Lee at al. (2004) used the 

real-time crash prediction model developed in Lee at al. (2002) and Lee at al. (2003) to 

evaluate the safety benefits of VSL on a Canadian freeway. Using the crash precursors of 

speed variation upstream of a target location, the spatial speed difference and the spatial 

lane volume difference, a model was calibrated to estimate the expected number of crashes 

on the study segment. The effect of VSL on crash frequency was tested under several VSL 

implementation strategies, conducted in a PARAMICS (Quadstone Limited, 2013) 

simulated environment. The study found that a lower threshold value for real-time crash 

potential for VSL activation produced a greater reduction in crash potential. In addition, the 

largest reduction in crash potential occurred in segments of high turbulence such as 

downstream of merging sections. Lastly, short VSL intervention periods were found to 

decrease the measures of safety as the speed limit changes too frequently. The authors also 

noted that while VSL improved safety, it often increased travel time. In 2008, Lee and 

Abdel-Aty used a driving simulator to assess the impact of speed change warning messages 

(via VMS) and VSL on driver speeds and compliance with posted speed limits. The study 

found that when the messages and VSL were displayed, speeds tended to be more uniform 

with less speed variation along the study segment. The authors concluded that such a VSL 

control system can not only improve safety but can improve the mobility of a freeway. In 

another simulated experiment, Kwon et al. (2011A) deployed a VSL control system on I-35 

in the Twin Cities, Minnesota, to suppress the propagation of shockwaves in recurrent 

congestion. When a bottleneck is detected, the system is activated to reduce the speeds of 

approaching vehicles. The evaluation of the system was performed in a VISSIM-simulated 
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environment with 50% driver compliance to VSL. The results showed that the average 

maximum deceleration was reduced 15-48% paired with 3-15% increases in travel time. 

Likewise, the work by Grumert et al. (2013) used Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) 

software (Krajzewicz, 2010) to assess the effect of a cooperative VSL system. The results 

showed that the cooperative VSL system harmonized traffic flow by increasing the 

proportion of large accelerations and decelerations. In doing so, emissions were also 

reduced under the cooperative VSL control system. Next, the team of Allaby et al. (2007) 

investigated the potential effects of VSL on safety and travel time using micro-simulation 

on a Canadian freeway. Safety was evaluated at several stations along the study corridor 

using the crash potential model developed by Lee et al. (2003) based on within-lane speed 

variation, spatial speed variation, and within-lane volume differences. Three scenarios were 

tested: peak, near-peak, and off-peak, using 100%, 90%, and 75%, respectively, of 

observed peak volumes. The analysis showed that the average safety benefit for all stations 

was 40% in peak conditions, 20% in near-peak conditions, and an 11% decrease in safety 

in off-peak conditions. The changes in travel times under peak, near-peak, and off-peak 

demand were 11%, 25%, and 1.3%, respectively. Moreover, Hegyi et al. (2005A) used 

model predictive control (MPC) developed by Hegyi (2004) to predict network evolution 

given current conditions in a METANET simulation framework. The MPC was used in a 

theoretical setting to activate an optimal coordinated VSL control system to resolve shock 

waves with the objective of improving the total travel time. Under safety constraints that 

limited the frequency of the speed limit change, the system showed a 17.3% reduction in 

total travel time. Finally, the Australian researchers Jiang et al. (2011) investigated VSL 
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under three scenarios: high flow, queuing, and adverse weather. This study analyzed the 

impact of VSL control algorithms used for the high flow and queuing scenarios in an 

Aimsun (TSS, 2013) simulation environment. The results showed that when ramp flows 

were small, VSL control improved travel time, speed deviation, fuel consumption, and 

emissions of CO2. However, when ramp flows were high, measures of mobility increased 

under VSL control.  

Field tests of VSL control in recurrent congestion are rarer than the previously discussed 

applications. Moreover, few road agencies in the United States have evaluated field-

deployed VSL control. This realization indicates that observations from field tests of VSL 

in recurrent congestion are critical to understanding the potential of this ATMS method. 

Mirshahi et al. (2007) summarized ATMS strategies in Europe, some of which include 

VSL applications. Several European countries have field-deployed VSL systems, including 

the Netherlands, Finland, and Germany. These countries have found safety improvements 

from the use of VSL in congested and queuing environments on several major motorways. 

Similarly, Robinson (2000) provided a summary of domestic and international VSL 

applications. In the United States, VSL has been used to combat the ill effects of 

congestion in several states. In Michigan, advisory speed limits were tried on M-10 and I-

94 in Michigan in the 1960s. However, the system was found to have little impact on 

vehicle speeds. From an international perspective, Germany installed an enforceable VSL 

system on the A3, A5, and A8 motorways to improve safety and reduce environmental 

impacts. The system has reduced the crash rate by 20-30 percent. The Netherlands has 
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experimented with a photo-enforced (during some periods) VSL system to relieve 

congestion. The system has been effective in reducing shockwaves associated with 

bottlenecks.  In the UK, The Highway Agency (2007) reported on the costs and benefits of 

a mandatory VSL system installed on the M25 Controlled Motorway.  The field-deployed 

VSL control system was evaluated in terms of several parameters, including safety, 

emissions, throughput, travel time, travel time reliability, and occurrence of flow 

breakdown, relative to the no-control case. The analysis found that injury crashes were 

reduced by 15% and the ratio of property damage only to injury crashes dropped by 20%. 

In terms of emissions, the VSL control system improved the measured emissions by 2-8%. 

The study found that VSL had little to no impact on common measures of mobility such as 

average travel time and travel time reliability. However, the VSL system improved overall 

traffic flow by reducing the occurrence of breakdown conditions and shockwave 

propagation.  On the German Autobahn, Bertini and Bogenberger (2005) extended the 

research conducted by Bertini et al. (2004) by using fused data from multiple sources, 

including fixed freeway sensors, probe vehicles and GPS units. These data were used to 

identify the formation of recurrent bottlenecks. Next, the study analyzed the impact of the 

deployed VSL and VMS on driver behavior and bottleneck formation. The authors 

concluded that the VSL/VMS system was activated prior to and during bottleneck 

formation. In doing so, the system dampened the congested conditions. In a follow-up 

analysis, Bertini et al. (2006) built on Bertini et al. (2005) by examining recurring freeway 

bottlenecks on the German Autobahn. The research investigated the effect of VSL and 

traveler information systems on bottleneck formation by using fundamental diagrams. The 
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study found that when the system was activated, upstream speeds were reduced and flow 

into the bottleneck was reduced. As a result, the dense traffic continued to flow through the 

bottleneck. However, significant shockwave propagation was observed while the system 

was active. In yet another European application, Hegyi and Hoogendorn (2010) proposed 

and field tested the SPECIALIST VSL control algorithm on the Dutch A12 freeway. The 

study found that 80% of all detected shockwaves were resolved by using the algorithm. In 

doing so, on average the system saved 35 vehicle hours per resolved shockwave. However, 

the authors noted that approximately half of the activations were caused by jams other than 

shock waves. This efficiency issue was explained by the desire to detect shockwaves as 

early as possible, but it does not allow sufficient time to determine whether the shockwave 

is propagating upstream of the jam.   

Further research by Hoogendoorn et al. (2013) assessed the impact of VSL on traffic 

operations, air quality, noise, and traffic safety on A20 in the Netherlands. The study found 

that VSL improved vehicle hours by 20% by increasing the capacity by 4% at the 

bottleneck area. Interestingly, VSL was found to increase emissions and noise levels. 

Furthermore, safety was evaluated using the speed differences between lanes, the speed 

standard deviation, the proportion of short headways, and the proportion of short-time to 

collision. The authors concluded that the assessment of the effects of VSL on safety was 

not possible due to the short analysis period. Similarly, Stoelhorst et al. (2011) analyzed 

VSL at four locations in the Netherlands, particularly the effects of VSL in terms of the 

travel time, air quality, noise, safety, and throughput. The results show that VSL 
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effectiveness depends on the conditions in which VSL is applied. The researchers 

concluded that while more studies need to be conducted, VSL has the potential to improve 

safety, mobility, and air quality.  

In the United States, applications of VSL in recurrent congestion are limited. In fact, only 

two such studies have been conducted. The first such study was performed by Bham et al. 

(2010) on I-270/I-255 in St. Louis, Missouri. The objective of the study was to evaluate the 

effects of VSL in terms of safety and mobility. The study examined four segments along 

the control corridor and found that measures of mobility such as travel time increased 

under VSL control. In fact, travel times on these segments increased by 3.1%, 13.6%, -

5.6%, and -19.1%. The authors concluded that these conflicting results may be caused by 

operational inefficiencies related to the traffic environment along each segment. To 

evaluate safety, a naïve and empirical Bayesian approach was used. While the results from 

each approach had slight differences, both found that VSL reduced the number of crashes, 

ranging from 4.5-8%. The second field study was conducted by Chang et al. ( 2011) and 

the related Pan et al. (2010). The study investigated the effects of an advisory VSL and a 

VMS traveler information system on travel time and throughput on a recurrently congested 

freeway near Baltimore, MD. The study evaluated the effect of three different ATM 

systems including VSL control only, a travel time display only, and VSL control paired 

with a travel time display. All three of these strategies showed an improvement in the 

average travel time of 7.5%, 5.1%, and 26.4%, respectively. These travel time 

improvements were paired with modest increases to the total throughput relative to the no 
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control case. Additionally, the study showed that VSL and VSL paired with a travel time 

display increased the average speeds in the control segment by 1.2 mph and 15.0 mph, 

respectively, thus reducing the spatial speed variance of the study section.  

With many of the world’s urban freeways being pushed to their capacity and limited 

resources to resolve the issue, traffic professionals have turned to ATMS and other demand 

management strategies to combat congestion. Among these strategies, VSL and ramp 

metering have been gaining international interest. As presented in this chapter, when VSL 

is properly applied, measures of safety and environmental impact are consistently 

improved. However, the evaluation of the effects of VSL on mobility was mixed. Some 

studies found that VSL increased travel times and total time spent, while others claimed 

that VSL improved these measures. It is worth reiterating that the aforementioned results 

come from both field and simulated studies where the objective and level of sophistication 

of VSL control algorithms used in these studies were not consistent. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to expect that a well-designed VSL control system can simultaneously improve 

measures of safety, mobility, and environmental impact.  

In addition to the use of VSL alone, several studies have investigated the pairing of VSL 

with ramp metering. In contrast to VSL alone, many of these studies evaluated the 

integrated control strategy in terms of mobility. On this front, VSL paired with ramp 

metering consistently improved the total time spent. In fact, the mobility benefits from the 

pairing of VSL with ramp metering were greater than either independent strategy. Fewer 

studies focused on the safety benefits of VSL paired with ramp metering. However, the 
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results from these analyses show that the combination of VSL and ramp metering can 

reduce crash risk while improving travel times.  

The tremendous contributions discussed above have established the potential of VSL and 

VSL paired with ramp metering to improve safety, mobility, and environmental 

considerations on recurrently congested freeways. However, most of these studies have 

evaluated these ATMS control methods at a single site. Thus, the development of a robust 

VSL and VSL paired with a ramp metering planning tool is needed. Such a tool would be 

useful for practitioners and traffic policy makers in deciding where and how to allocate 

limited resources for transportation improvement.  

2. Research Objectives 

2.1. Research Motivation 

While the potential of VSL control and VSL paired with ramp metering to temper the 

negative effects of bottleneck formation is well documented in the literature, consistent 

guidelines on when, where, and how to implement VSL or VSL paired with ramp metering 

control are lacking. Such guidance should include details on the control algorithms for VSL 

control and VSL paired with ramp metering, including a method to safely create a speed 

transition zone from free-flow speeds down to the target control speed. Furthermore, these 

ground rules must give direction on the field deployment on both ATMS methods and assist 

in deciding when VSL control should be paired with ramp metering.  
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In addition, most of the previous work has focused on the evaluation of VSL control (or VSL 

paired with ramp metering) at a specific site suffering from the ill effects of a bottleneck. 

Although this methodology is useful for estimating the site-specific effects of VSL control, it 

does not directly assist decision makers with resource allocation. It is reasonable to assume 

that a large urban traffic agency will have several candidate sites for congestion mitigation 

efforts and will likely not have enough resources to implement an ATMS technology at all 

sites. Moreover, using traffic simulation to analyze VSL control at each candidate site would 

take tremendous time and effort from trained traffic simulation experts. Thus, a robust VSL 

planning model to predict the effects of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering at 

candidate sites in terms of mobility, safety, and environmental impact would be useful for 

effective resource allocation. Such a model should use readily available candidate site- 

specific data as inputs. These inputs may include basic measures of traffic flow (i.e., V/C 

ratio, percent of trucks), road geometry (i.e., distance to adjacent interchanges) and 

assumptions/estimates on driver behavior (i.e., compliance with VSL).  
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2.2. Scope and Objectives 

In light of the aforementioned VSL research needs, this section describes the specific 

objectives and associated key tasks of this research. The focus of this research was the 

application of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering on recurrently congested freeways. 

However, many of the methodologies and contributions presented in this report may be 

relevant to other VSL applications. In any case, the goals of this research were to address 

some of the crucial issues in VSL research by establishing the following objectives: 

1. Design a VSL control algorithm that allows for easy implementation of ramp 

metering control supplementation. Field deployment guidelines for such a VSL control 

system would also be developed. 

2. Create a supplementary ramp metering control algorithm that includes equity 

considerations. Direction on the field implementation of this control system would be 

provided. 

3. Develop a user friendly planning tool based on the expected changes in mobility, 

safety, and emissions resulting from VSL control or the combination of VSL and ramp 

metering.  

4. Investigate the conditions that warrant VSL control or VSL paired with ramp 

metering. These results may also be useful for policy decision applications. 

To accomplish the above mentioned objectives, this research was guided by the following 

keystone tasks: 
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Task 1: Present a thorough literature review of existing studies of VSL and VSL paired with 

ramp metering. This task will illustrate the various VSL deployment strategies, VSL control 

algorithms, commonly used evaluation methods, and results of VSL implementation in both 

field and simulated environments. 

Task 2: Create several VSL control algorithms. The first set of algorithms should optimize 

VSL control in terms of minimizing travel time or speed variance while considering 

uncertainties such as driver behavior. The second general VSL design should allow for the 

easy supplementation of ramp metering. The VSL system must create a safe speed transition 

zone from free-flow conditions down to the desired control speed. Using real-time traffic 

data, the system can adapt to the evolution of the congestion. However, the activation, 

updating, and deactivation of the target control segment and control speed will be subject to 

safety constraints. 

Task 3: Establish guidelines for the deployment of VSL control. These guidelines will 

establish the location of traffic detectors needed for accurate VSL control. In addition, the 

guidelines will include the placement of VSL signs and their respective spacing based on 

historical recurrent congestion patterns. The use of advanced warning signs to communicate 

when VSL control is in use will also be presented. 

Task 4: Develop a ramp metering control algorithm designed to complement VSL control. 

The inputs of the ramp metering control system will share many of the same inputs as the 

VSL control system. As congestion builds from the bottleneck location, real-time equity 

considerations are implemented by coordinating upstream ramp meters.  
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Task 5: Establish guidelines for the deployment of supplemental ramp metering control based 

on the historical recurrent congestion patterns. These guidelines will establish which ramps 

to meter and the location of the associated detectors to be used as inputs into the control 

system logic. 

Task 6: Using data from a VSL field deployment, calibrate a VSL simulation environment to 

be used as a basis for developing a robust data set to develop the planning module. Starting 

with the calibrated simulation, alter traffic flow parameters, road geometry features, and 

driver behavior variables to develop a diverse sample of possible VSL and VSL paired with 

ramp metering candidate sites. These simulations represent the “no control” (i.e., base) 

scenarios. 

Task 7: For each no-control scenario exhibiting significant levels of congestion, implement 

the proposed VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering control strategies in the simulated 

environment. The effectiveness of each control system will be evaluated via changes in 

mobility, safety, and environmental impact relative to the no-control case. These results are 

used to develop predictive benefits models in the overall VSL planning tool. 

Task 8: Create predictive models for the expected benefits of VSL and VSL paired with ramp 

metering. Relative changes in mobility, safety, and environmental impact are predicted from 

commonly known traffic parameters such as distance to adjacent interchanges, volume to 

capacity ratio (V/C ratio), and percentage of trucks.  

Task 9: Discuss future research paths for the use of VSL and ramp metering in recurrent 

congestion conditions. 
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2.3. Organization of Report 

This report consists of six sections. The following chapter presents the detailed methodology 

for the development of the VSL and ramp metering deployment guidelines. Next, the details 

of the optimized VSL control algorithms are presented, preceded by the VSL and the 

associated supplemental ramp metering control algorithms. The methodology section, then, 

describes the experiment design for developing the benefits models using a calibrated 

VISSIM simulation. The section concludes by discussing the statistical methods tested for 

predicting the safety and mobility benefits of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering.  

The findings section first presents the evaluation results of the optimized VSL algorithms. 

Next, the comparison of the benefits prediction models are presented. The findings section 

closes with a discussion on the best fitting models. Finally, conclusion and recommendations 

are presented in the final sections of this report. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Optimal VSL Control  

The proposed optimal VSL system consists of detectors, variable speed limit signs, and a 

central processing unit to execute control actions. The upstream detector in Figure 3-1 is used 

to capture the free-flow arrival rate, and a downstream detector is designed to record the 

discharging rate from the bottleneck. Also, additional detectors are placed at those on-ramps 

and off-ramps to record ramp arriving and departing flows. Several VSL signs along with 

detectors would be installed between the upstream and downstream detectors. In a field 
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application, those VSL signs shall dynamically update their displayed speed limit based on 

the computed optimal set of speeds and the specified criteria for VMS display. 

VSL1VSL2

Qf(k)
Uf(k)

Qi(k)
ui(k)
di(k)

i+1 i ... 2 1 0

qi(k)
Qb(k)
Ub(k)

N

 

Figure 3-1. Typical Freeway Segments 

 

Depending on the approaching volume, driver compliance rate, and the resulting congestion 

along the target freeway segment, a VSL system’s central processing unit is responsible for 

producing the time-varying optimal speed limits. Note that for safety concerns and effective 

communications with drivers, all displayed speed limits are supposed to remain unchanged 

over the length of TC seconds.  

The operational structure of the proposed VSL control system includes the following two 

principal components: 

 Traffic State Estimation Model: Given the detected upstream flow rate, the on-ramp and 

off-ramp flow rate, and the downstream discharging rate, the traffic flow model will function 

to estimate and predict the traffic state evolution in each freeway subsection; 
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 Optimization model: Based on the estimated conditions from the embedded traffic flow 

model, the system will execute the optimization model to predict the traffic state in the next 

prediction horizon and yield the set of optimal speed limits. 

For the convenience of discussion, the control variables and parameters are listed below: 

 Control time and subsection index: 

- ΔT: Unit time interval to update the traffic flow model; 

- TP: Time interval for prediction horizon; 

- TC: Time interval for control horizon; 

- k: Time interval index for the discrete traffic flow model. 

 Network geometric and physical data: 

- ΔL: Length of each freeway segment; 

- ni: Number of lanes in subsection i. 

 Traffic states variables: 

- qi(k): Transition flow rate entering segment (i+1) from segment i during interval k; 

- ri(k): On-ramp flow rate entering segment i during interval k; 

- si(k): Off-ramp flow rate leaving segment i during interval k; 

- Qi(k): Average flow rate in segment i during interval k; 

- di(k): Mean traffic density per lane in segment i during interval k; 

- ui(k): Mean speed in segment i during interval k. 

 Control variables, boundaries, and model parameters: 

- vi(k): Variable speed limit ratio in segment i during interval k; 
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- dJ: Jam traffic density; 

- uJ: Minimum mean speed; 

- dc: Critical traffic density; 

- uf: Free flow speed; 

- qmax: Maximum flow per lane; 

- 𝛾: Congestion wave speed; 

- δ: Maximum allowable difference for VSL change; 

- αi: Transition flow weight factor; 

- ν, τ, κ, a: Traffic state model parameters. 

As shown in Figure 2, the target freeway segment is conceptually divided into N subsections 

with a unit length of ΔL. While dividing a freeway segment into subsections, the length of 

each subsection should be sufficiently long so that vehicles cannot pass one subsection 

during one time interval k. Moreover, each subsection is allowed to have at most one on-

ramp and one off-ramp. For each subsection i, the mean density, di(k), can be determined by 

the difference between the input and output flows as follows: 

                               
1( 1) ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]

*i i i i i i
i

Td k d k q k q k r k s k
L n −

∆
+ = + − + −

∆         
 
(1)

                
For dynamically updating the average speed, ui(k), a well-developed equation proposed by 

Papageorgiou (1998) in his METANET model is adopted and shown as follows: 
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where V[di(k)] is the static speed for segment i at time k with respect to the density di(k): 

                                                   ( )1[ ( )] exp[ ( ) ]ai
i f

c

d kV d k u
a d

= ⋅ −                                          (3) 

Also, the relationship between flow, density and speed is given by: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i i iq k d k u k n=                                                      (4) 

Using the detected inflow rate from the upstream and on-ramp detectors, one can directly 

use Eq. 1-4 to estimate the traffic state evolution at the target freeway segment. 

Based on the estimated traffic state, one can further implement the traffic flow model (Eq. 1-

4) to predict the traffic state within the next specified horizon with respect to different speed 

limits. Then, the one with the best objective output can be selected for implantation. Hence, 

the first step of the optimization model is to select a proper control objective function. 

As the primary focus of VSL is to increase traffic flow speed and its stability, this study first 

adopts the following objective of minimizing total travel time over the controlled segment: 

min ( )i i
k i

n d k T∆∑∑                                                     (5) 
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Note that depending on the response of drivers to the displayed speeds, the embedded 

macroscopic traffic flow models and the above objective function may not fully capture the 

complex traffic dynamics and yield the true optimal results. 

As reported in the literature [Steel et al. (2005), Ulfarsson et al. (2005), and Anund et al. 

(2009)], a proper VSL control can help smooth speed transition and consequently reduce the 

number of vehicle stops and shockwave impact on the traffic conditions [Chang et al. 

(2011)]. Hence, this study has further explored the following objective function of 

minimizing the speed variance along the target freeway for a VSL control:                                                                                                          

                                               2min ( ( ) )i ave
k i

u k u−∑∑                                                        (6) 

where uave is the average speed of the target freeway stretch, and is given as follows: 

( )

( / )

i
k i

ave c

u k
u

T T N
=

∆ ⋅

∑∑
                                                              (7) 

 

To implement the optimization model and select the proper control speed limit for the 

projected control period, one shall place the following additional constraints. 

For each subsection i, its mean speed shall not exceed the displayed speed limit: 

( ) ,                   ;

( ) ( ),           .
J i f

J i f i

u u k u segment i without VSL control
u u k u v k segment i with VSL control

≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤

                                   (8) 

where 
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                                            0 ( ) 1iv k< ≤                                                                             (9) 

One shall also set the density boundaries to reflect the jam density constraint as follows: 

0 ( )i Jd k d≤ ≤                                                                            (10) 

Also, for safety concerns, the speed variation between consecutive intervals shall be set 

within the following boundaries. 

( ) ( 1)f f
i i i iu v k u v kδ δ− ≤ − − ≤                                                               (11) 

where δ is the maximum allowable difference between two successive speeds displayed on 

VMS. 

In reality, the freeway congestion may be caused by many factors aside from an increase in 

traffic demand. For example, traffic weavings can result in the formation of bottlenecks. 

Therefore, due to the limitation of macroscopic traffic flow models, this study has further 

adopted the Kalman Filter, which has proven to be effective for updating model parameters 

in real-time operations [Wang and Papageorgiou (2005)], to improve the estimation 

accuracy. The Kalman Filter is an optimal state estimator applied to a dynamic system that 

involves random noise and includes a limited amount of noisy real-time measurements. The 

correction and update process of a typical Kalman Filter process is summarized in Figure 3-

2. 
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Prediction (Time Update)

(1) Project the state ahead:

(2) Project the error covariance 
ahead:

Correction (Measurement Update)

(1) Compute the Kalman Gain:

(2) Update estimate with 
measurement:

(3) Update error covariance:

P(k) = (I - KH)P-(k)
(posterior estimate error covariance)

ŷ-(k) = f(y(k-1) ,u(k-1),0)
(priori estimate state)

P-(k) = AP(k-1)AT + WQWT

(priori estimate error covariance)

K = P-(k)HT(HP-(k)HT + VRVT)-1

(Blending factor)

ŷ(k) = ŷ-(k) + K(z(k) - h(ŷ-(k) ,0))
(posterior estimate state)

 

Figure 3-2: An Illustration of Kalman Filter Correction and Update Process 

 

where y(k) is the estimated traffic state vector: 

                                1 1 2 2[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  ( ) ( ) ]T
N Nk q k u k q k u k q k u k=y( )                                 (12) 

And u(k) is the system input: 

                       0 0 1 1 1 1[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )]T
N N N Nk q k v k q k v k r k r k s k s k+ +=u( )                       (13) 

Also, f(.) represents the traffic flow model shown by equations 1-4, and z(k) denotes the 

vector of measurements. In a typical VSL system shown in Figure 3-1, it collects three types 

of measurements in real time, including freeway flow rate, freeway speed, and on-ramp flow 

rate.  
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The measurements z(k) has the following relation with x(k): 

( ) ( ( ), ( ))k h k kz = y v                                                                         (14) 

where v(k) is the measurement error. 

Four important matrices involved in the computations are shown below: 

A is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of function f(.) with respect to x: 

[ ]
[ , ]

[ ]

( ( 1), ( 1),0)i
i j

j

f
k k

y
∂

= − −
∂

A y u                                                            (15) 

W is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of function f(.) with respect to process noise 

w: 

[ ]
[ , ]

[ ]

( ( 1), ( 1),0)i
i j

j

f
k k

w
∂

= − −
∂

W y u                                                   (16) 

H is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of function h(.) with respect to x: 

[ ]
[ , ]

[ ]

( ( ), ( ))i
i j

j

h
k k

y
∂

=
∂

H y v                                                                (17) 

V is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of function h(.) with respect to measurement 

noise v: 

[ ]
[ , ]

[ ]

( ( ), ( ))i
i j

j

h
k k

v
∂

=
∂

V y v                                                                (18) 

By using the Kalman Filter, the estimated traffic state can be constantly updated based on 

the detector data, and the new optimal speed limits can then be generated with the proposed 
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optimization model. Assuming that the VSL’s control horizon and prediction horizon are set 

to be 5 minutes and the detector data are updated at an interval of every minute, then each 

control interval will have five sets of estimated optimal speed limits prior to its 

implementation time, as shown in Figure 3-3. 

Time(min)k k+1 k+5 k+10

1st Iteration
Opt. v(1)

A new Speed will be 
displayed

2nd Iteration

3rd Iteration

4th Iteration

5th Iteration

Opt. v(2)

Opt. v(3)

Opt. v(4)

Opt. v(5)

KF

KF

KF

KF

KF

 

Figure 3-3: Example of the VSL Control Strategy 

 

Given the set of computed optimal speed limits for the same horizon, {v(1),v(2),…,v(n)}, one 

can determine the speed limits to be displayed based on the following  procedure: 

1)  Define a counter M to identify the moving direction of the speed limit, and then denote vt 

as the displayed speed limit of the current horizon, where M is updated by the following 

expression: 
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1,    if v(i)>v
,         if v(i)=v ,    i=1,2, n;

1,    if v(i)<v

t

t

t

M
M M

M

 +


= 
 −

                                       (19) 

2)  The new displayed speed limit for the next horizon will be readjusted with the 

predetermined increment Δ, based on the value of M: 

1

,     if M>0
,           if M=0

,     if M<0

t

t t

t

v
v v

v

+

 + ∆


= 
 − ∆

                                                                  (20) 

The operational flow chart of the VSL control system is presented in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4. Flow Chart of the Enhanced Proactive Model VSL Control System 
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3.2. VSL Control with Ramp Metering 

3.2.1. General VSL Control Logic 

The control parameters of the proposed VSL system are based on examining the flow into 

and out of the congested segment, constrained by spatial and temporal speed changes. 

Recognizing that the severity and extent of congestion are dynamic, the overall congested 

segment is further divided into sub-segments. Each sub-segment uses detectors at each 

entrance/exit point of the sub-segment to monitor inflow/outflow. The details of defining the 

sub-segments as well as the associated detector locations are discussed in detail in the 

deployment guidelines section of this chapter. In any case, the advantage of the sub-segment 

control methodology is twofold. First, as the system monitors traffic conditions in each sub-

segment, determinations on the severity and extent of the congestion can be made and used to 

define the dynamic control strategy. For example, if the farthest downstream sub-segment 

becomes entirely queued, then mainline inflow control will no longer be possible. Therefore, 

the system should seek to control inflow into the immediate upstream segment.  Second, the 

sub-segment control methodology allows for easy supplementation of ramp metering control. 

By defining the congested sub-segments, the appropriate supplemental ramp metering control 

strategy can be executed.  

Note that upon system activation, the 10 mph step down to the target control speed strategy 

will be executed.  In doing so, the speeds at the upstream detectors may meet the criteria to 

control inflow into upstream sub-segments when in fact it is the control system that has 

created this speed drop, not the congestion. To prevent this scenario from occurring, it is 
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critical to determine which sub-segment is the target control sub-segment. Assuming that the 

congestion builds from the bottleneck location, the most downstream sub-segment exhibiting 

a minimum 10 mph speed drop from the mainline inflow detector to the mainline outflow 

detector will be selected as the target control sub-segment. This definition of the target 

control sub-segment not only prevents the artificial activation of flow control for upstream 

sub-segments; it also allows for the VSL control system to shift to controlling flow into the 

upstream sub-segments if the downstream sub-segment(s) become entirely queued.  

To effectively control the inflow of vehicles under VSL control, the structure of the proposed 

algorithm is based on three primary components: 

1. System activation component: This component decides when to turn on the VSL control 

system based on threshold densities and spatial speed differences. Once activated, the 

associated infrastructure including VSL signs and advanced warning systems, will be turned 

on to communicate the control speeds to motorists.  

2.  VSL control speed updating component: Upon system activation, this component 

determines the extent and severity of the congested segment. This information is used to 

define the target control sub-segment and its respective control speed. If required, additional 

upstream VSL signs will be used to safely step down speeds to the target control speed. 

Additionally, this component considers driver adherence to the posted VSL by comparing the 

target speed to the observed speed in a feedback loop. 

3. System de-activation component: As congestion dissipates and the bottleneck dissolves, 

VSL will no longer be needed. This component controls the systematic de-activation of VSL 

to safely return the control segment back to the posted speed limit.  
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 Each component uses real-time traffic data as inputs into the functions for VSL control 

logic. The overall operational flow chart of the VSL control system is presented in Figure 3-

5, where the primary components are in bold text. The details of each component are 

presented in the following sections. 

 

Figure 3-5: VSL Control Operational Flow Chart 

 

3.2.2. VSL System Activation 

The determination of the criteria for system activation is a crucial issue in the design of a 

VSL control system. If the system is activated too soon, drivers will not see the need to obey 

the displayed speeds. On the other hand, if the system is activated too late then the required 
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inflow control may be beyond the limits of the VSL control system. In either scenario, 

drivers will have negative perceptions of the system, which may result in diminished 

benefits in terms of congestion mitigation.  

The activation of the proposed VSL algorithm and determination of the control sub-segment 

is based on observed speed differences between adjacent mainline detectors. In the pre-

activation phase, traffic is monitored using 1-minute aggregated data. Specifically, if the 

downstream detector in a mainstream detector pair drops 10 mph or more below the speed at 

the upstream detector, then the VSL system will be activated.  

Once activated, all VSL signs and the advanced warning signs will be turned on and the 

system will be updated every five minutes to avoid too frequent changing of the displayed 

VSL speeds. Those VSL signs not needed in the activation interval will simply display the 

original posted speed limit. This activation strategy is designed to reduce driver confusion as 

vehicles enter the control segment. If the unneeded VSL signs are not turned on, drivers 

may perceive that the system is not working or that the signs are malfunctioning. The next 

section describes the target control speed calculation used for selecting the VSL display 

speeds at each update interval. 

3.2.3. VSL System Activation 

Upon system activation, the control system must determine the target control sub-segment 

and the appropriate target control speed. This initial determination is performed using the 1-

minute aggregate data that activated the VSL control system. All subsequent target control 

speeds are based on 5-minute aggregated data from the target control sub-segment. In either 
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case, the target control speed is derived from the fundamental equation using the observed 

flows into and out of the target control sub-segment and its length. Since the system is 

constrained to speed updates of 10 mph increments from the original speed limit, the control 

speed is rounded to the nearest 10 mph as follows: 

𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 �𝑞𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑖 (𝑡−1)
𝑘𝑖(𝑡)

,−1�     (21) 

and 

𝑘𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑖(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑞𝑖𝑛
𝑖 (𝑡−1)−𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖 (𝑡−1)

𝐿𝑖
    (22) 

where 

 vc
i (t) = target control speed into sub-segment i for time interval t (mph) 

qi
down (t-1) = total mainline outflow out of sub-segment i in the previous time 

interval 

qi
in (t-1) = total inflow into sub-segment i in the previous time interval 

ki(t) = density of sub-segment i at the start of time interval t 

Li = Length of sub-segment I (miles) 

  

Keep in mind that the control speed can only change by ±10 mph in a consecutive update 

interval. Thus if the control speed is calculated to be ±20 mph or more, the system will 

select a ±10-mph change and  reevaluate the required target control speed at the next 5-

minute update interval. Thus: 
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𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) = �
𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1), 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) −  𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) = 0

𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) − 10, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) −  𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) ≤ −10
𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) + 10, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) −  𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) ≥ 10

   (23) 

where  

𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡) = target control speed for the current time interval t (mph) 

𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) = target control speed for the previous time interval t-1 (mph) 

 

Once the target control speed is defined, the display speeds for the other VSL signs can be 

determined using the 10-mph step-down strategy. If the target control speed is more than 20 

mph below the original speed limit, then multiple signs will be needed to create a safe speed 

transition zone.  

If and when congestion continues to build under VSL control, the initial target control sub-

segment may become entirely queued. As a result, the speeds between the downstream and 

upstream detectors may become less than 10 mph. However, the speeds at both the 

downstream and upstream detectors will be 10 mph or more below the original speed limit. 

In this situation, the proposed VSL control system will shift to controlling the inflow speeds 

into the upstream sub-segment. The target control sub-segment can be determined by: 
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𝑆𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 =  

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧ 𝑖, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 ≥ 10
𝑖 + 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10 
𝑖 + 2, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖+1 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖+1 ≤ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10

.

.
𝐼, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝐼−1 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼−1 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝐼−1 ≤ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10 

   (24) 

where  

𝑆𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 = target control sub-segment 

i = bottleneck sub-segment identifier 

I = total number of sub-segments 

𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖  = 5 minute average speed at the upstream boundary of sub-segment i (mph) 

𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 = 5 minute average speed at the downstream boundary of sub-segment I (mph) 

PSL = original posted speed limit (mph) 

The target control speed calculation is performed using the data from the new (upstream) 

target control sub-segment. The unshared VSL signs for controlling the now queued 

segment will display the smaller of the detected speeds with the queued sub-segment or the 

upstream target control speed. 
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Eventually, the peak period demand will diffuse and the need for inflow control will be 

reduced until it is no longer needed. If the entire VSL control system were simultaneously 

shut off, a secondary bottleneck might be created from the sudden flux of vehicle inflow. 

Thus, the de-activation component is designed to handle the transition from congestion back 

to stable traffic flow. The operation of the de-activation component is similar to the target 

control speed and updating component, but is designed to shut down the VSL control 

system by systematically returning speeds back to the original posted speed limit.  

The control system de-activation component uses real-time traffic conditions within the 

target control segment to determine when to start the decommissioning of VSL control. It is 

worth noting that the maximum severity of the speed drop within a given sub-segment is a 

function of the distance from the bottleneck. Thus, farther upstream sub-segments will 

typically return to free-flow conditions earlier than downstream sub-segments However, 

shockwave theory explains that upstream conditions cannot improve until the downstream 

bottleneck begins to dissolve. Therefore, as the conditions at the bottleneck improve, the 

associated queues will dissipate and previously required upstream VSL signs will no longer 

be needed. 

As designed, the updating component of the control system can effectively adjust to 

improving conditions. However, eventually the target control sub-segment will need to shift 

back toward the bottleneck as conditions improve. Thus, the primary function of the de-

activation component is to provide this shift and to update the unneeded VSL signs to 

display the original posted speed limit. The de-activation process begins at the farthest 
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upstream target control sub-segment when speeds begin to recover. Once the speeds at the 

downstream boundary of the most upstream sub-segment are within 10 mph of the posted 

speed limit, flows into this sub-segment will no longer need to be regulated. Thus, the 

control system will shift the target control sub-segment to the next most upstream sub-

segment as follows: 

𝑆𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 =  

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝐼, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝐼 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼 ≥ 10

𝐼 − 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝐼 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼 ≥ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10 
𝐼 − 2, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝐼−1 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼−1 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐼−1 ≥ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10

.

.
𝑖, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖+1 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖+1 ≥ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10

𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑂𝑓𝑓, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑢𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 < 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 ≥ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 − 10  

  (25) 

Here, the variable definitions are identical to those in equation 4. As upstream signs become 

unneeded to control inflow, they will return back to displaying the original speed limit under 

the same identical constraints in the updating component. That is, each sign can only change 

by ±10 mph for each update interval and the maximum speed change between consecutive 

signs is 10 mph. This process is repeated until the bottleneck sub-segment returns to 

uncongested conditions. At this point, the VSL control will terminate by turning off all VSL 

signs and advanced warning messages.  

3.2.4. Supplemental Ramp Metering Control Algorithm 

The basis of any ramp metering strategy is to govern inflow into a congested segment by 

controlling the vehicle entrance rate from on-ramps. As described in the literature review section, 
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the varying objectives and levels of control algorithm sophistication have resulted in several 

methods to activate the system and to estimate the appropriate ramp metering rate.  

In the proposed ramp metering control algorithm, ramp metering is activated once a critical 

cumulative difference in inflow and outflow is detected. This critical difference in inflow and 

outflow is based on the critical density established from field data on the proposed control 

segment. The associated ramp metering rate is determined by calculating the difference between 

observed cumulative differences in inflow and outflow and the critical value. If the calculated 

ramp metering rate is below the pre-determined minimum ramp metering rate, the immediate 

upstream ramp meter may be activated for supplementary inflow control (if an upstream meter 

exists). In such instances, metering equity is considered based on real-time demand patterns on 

each respective on-ramp.  

As will be presented in the following sections, the overall ramp metering control logic can be 

segregated into four primary components: 

1. Activation Component - Responsible for determining when ramp metering should be 

turned on for a given on-ramp based on cumulative differences in observed inflow and 

outflow into a given sub-segment within the pre-defined congestion segment. 

2. Upstream Ramp Supplementation Component - When the calculated ramp metering rate 

exceeds the limits of a given ramp meter, the immediate upstream ramp meter may be 

activated for additional inflow control. 

3. Ramp Queue Override Component - Before ramp metering activation and at each ramp 

metering rate update, the queue on the associated ramp is checked. If the max queue is 
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detected, appropriate actions are taken to reduce the queue within the constraints of the 

control algorithm. 

4. De-activation Component - As congestion dissipates, ramp metering for inflow control is 

no longer needed. This component defines the criteria for shutting down ramp metering 

control.  

The general ramp metering control algorithm flow chart can be visualized in Figure 3-6. The 

details of the ramp metering control algorithm are presented in the following sections. The 

following variable definitions for the figure are provided: 

•  tr= time interval index (30 seconds) 

• T= total number of time intervals in analysis period 

• I = total number of metered ramps 

• Ri = ramp i  

• RMRi = ramp metering rate for ramp i 

• RMRi
*= upstream supplemental ramp metering rate 

• RMi = metering activation switch for ramp i 

• RiOFF = metering deactivation counter (set to 5) 

• QCi
On = ramp queue deactivation counter QCi= Ramp queue over-ride switch 

• bi(t) = cumulative difference between inflow and outflow on segment i at time t 
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• Xi = cumulative difference in inflow and outflow threshold for sub-segment i 

• YOFF = ramp metering deactivation threshold 

• ZOFF = ramp queue deactivation threshold (set to 2) 
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Figure 3-6: Ramp Metering Control Flow Chart
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3.2.5. Ramp Metering Activation 

As described in the ramp metering deployment guideline section, several detectors are used 

to monitor real-time traffic flows into and out of each sub-segment. Total inflow is simply 

the sum of all entrance points into the sub-segment.  In a similar fashion, total outflow from 

a sub-segment can be computed.  As congestion builds, the cumulative difference in inflow 

and outflow will build up to a critical value. This critical difference in inflow and outflow 

can be derived from the flow-density relationship of the target sub-segment. The objective 

of the proposed ramp metering control is to intervene as conditions approach the critical 

density. In doing so, the inflow will be throttled so as to keep the sub-segment in the stable 

flow regime of the flow-density diagram. Thus, applying a conservative estimate of the 

critical density will meet this need. With knowledge of the length of each sub-segment, the 

critical density can be converted into a critical cumulative difference in inflow and outflow 

using the following equation: 

𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡      (26) 

where 

ki
crit = critical density on sub-segment i 

Li = length of sub-segment i 

Xi = critical cumulative difference in inflow-outflow on sub-segment i 

In the proposed ramp metering control algorithm, these inflow and outflow data are sent to 

the system controller for ramp metering decisions every 30 seconds. Therefore, the 

cumulative difference in inflow – outflow can be computed as: 
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𝛽𝑖(𝑡) =  𝛽𝑖(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑛(𝑡) − 𝑞𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡)       (27) 

where 

t = 30 second time interval step 

βi (t) = observed cumulative difference in inflow-outflow on sub-segment i at time t 

qi
in (t) = total inflow into sub-segment i during time interval t 

qi
out (t) = total inflow out of sub-segment i during time interval t 

A few subtleties regarding equation 2 warrant further discussion. First, equation 27 assumes 

the sub-segment empty during activation. If this condition cannot be satisfied in practice, 

then an estimate of vehicles with the sub-segment at activation will be needed. For instance, 

if the system is activated when 10 cars are within the boundaries of the target sub-segment, 

and assuming all 10 cars exit the downstream mainline boundary, then the system will have 

a 10-car outflow bias. Similarly, during non-congested conditions some vehicles may enter 

the sub-segment at the end of the time interval and may not have sufficient time to traverse 

the entire sub-segment before the end of the time interval step. This condition would 

obviously bias the inflow count for that time interval. However, those vehicles that were 

counted as inflow for one time interval will be counted as outflow during the next time 

interval, assuming the sub-segment can be traversed in a single time interval. Thus, the 

cumulative difference in inflow and outflow will naturally stay below the critical value in 

non-congested conditions. 

 Finally, at the end of each time interval the result of equation 2 is compared to the pre-

defined critical cumulative difference in inflow and outflow for each sub-segment. Once the 
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cumulative difference in inflow and outflow exceeds the threshold, the ramp meter (or 

meters if the sub-segment has multiple on ramps) will be turned on for that sub-segment. 

This process can be visualized in Figure 3-7. If a sub-segment with multiple on-ramps 

displays a cumulative inflow-outflow above the threshold value, then all ramps may be 

turned. The associated ramp metering rates will incorporate equity considerations based on 

recent demand patterns.  

 

Figure 3-7: Ramp Metering Activation 
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As shown in Figure 3-7, the ramp meter would be activated at the start of time interval 8.  

The following section will describe how the metering rates are calculated. 

3.2.6. Ramp Queue Override and Ramp Metering Rate 

Recognizing that ramp metering seeks to mitigate congestion by controlling inflow from 

nearby on-ramps, the potential for causing excessive delay to the ramp vehicles exists. In 

addition, long ramp queues can spill back onto the connecting roads, causing widespread 

congested conditions. To avoid this scenario, most ramp metering algorithms employ a 

maximum ramp queue constraint.  

While several queue detection/estimation methods exist, the proposed control algorithm 

uses the observed difference in ramp inflow and outflow to determine the queue length 

(number of vehicles) at the start of each time interval. This calculation is performed as 

follows: 

𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖(𝑡) = 𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖
𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖

𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡)   (28) 

where 

θramp i(t) = queue on ramp i at the end of time interval t (number of vehicles) 

 θramp i(t-1)= queue on ramp i at the end of the previous time interval (number of vehicles) 

 qramp i
in(t) = inflow onto ramp i during time interval t 

 qramp i
out(t) = outflow from ramp i during time interval t 

Having established the calculation for ramp queues, the maximum allowable queue lengths 

need to be defined. As done by Papageorgiou (2002), this study assumes a maximum 

acceptable on-ramp queue length of 20 vehicles. For freeway-to-freeway interchanges, the 
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maximum acceptable queue length is 90 vehicles. Recognizing that ramp metering is usually 

installed prior to ramp and interchange design and construction, these acceptable lengths 

should be compared with the existing physical storage capacity of the on-ramp or 

interchange ramp being considered for ramp metering installation. This calculation requires 

an estimate of the average vehicle length. If possible, field data should be used to estimate 

this parameter. Otherwise an assumed vehicle length may be used. In the case where the on-

ramp or interchange does not provide sufficient storage to meet the aforementioned 

acceptable queue lengths, an alternative method is suggested. This method is based on the 

findings of Hasan (1999), who found that on-ramp queue detectors placed at 75 percent of 

the physical ramp length outperformed detectors at 100 and 62.5 percent of the ramp length. 

In this application, the maximum acceptable queue length is defined to be 75 percent of the 

ramp length, given an average vehicle length. With this consideration in mind, the 

maximum acceptable queue length for an on-ramp is defined as: 

𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �20 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠, 0.75𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖

𝑉𝐿����
�    (29) 

where 

qmax
rampi= maximum acceptable queue on ramp i (number of vehicles) 

Lramp i= length of ramp i (ft) 

𝑉𝐿 = average vehicle length (ft) 
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In a similar fashion, the maximum acceptable queue length for a freeway-to-freeway 

interchange ramp is: 

𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �90 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠, 0.75𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖

𝑉𝐿����
�    (30) 

where 

qmax
rampi= maximum acceptable queue on ramp i (number of vehicles) 

Lramp i= length of ramp i (ft) 

𝑉𝐿 = average vehicle length (ft) 

The maximum queue constraint is checked before ramp metering is activated and each time 

the metering rate is updated. If a given ramp that had not been previously activated shows a 

cumulative sub-segment inflow-outflow above the threshold, the ramp queue will be 

checked before that ramp is turned on. If the queue exceeds the maximum allowable queue, 

then the ramp will remain de-activated and that ramp becomes ineligible for ramp metering 

activation until the observed queue is below the maximum queue for two consecutive update 

intervals. On the other hand, if the ramp meter is already activated and the queue exceeds 

the maximum queue, then the ramp metering rate is set to the maximum rate. The maximum 

rate will be applied until the observed queue is below the maximum queue for two 

consecutive update intervals. 

3.2.7. Upstream Ramp Metering Supplementation 

When the calculated ramp metering rate is below half of the maximum ramp metering rate 

for the target sub-segment, the immediate upstream ramp meter will be called on for inflow 

control supplementation if it is available. Since the sub-section upstream boundary was 
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defined to be at the merge area of the upstream sub-section on-ramp, the effect of upstream 

ramp metering supplementation will be realized in the target control interval. In this study, 

only the immediate upstream ramp meter can be used for supplementation.  

In such cases where upstream supplementation is possible, equity issues must be addressed. 

This process is similar to that used in the previous section for multiple ramp meters on a 

single sub-segment. First, the target ramp inflow rate for the next time interval must be 

calculated as: 

∑ 𝑞𝑛(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑗(𝑡 − 1) − [𝛽𝑖(𝑡 − 1) − 𝑋𝑖]𝑁
𝑛=1 = 𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑡)   (31) 

where 

n = number of metered on-ramps in the target sub-segment i 

qn(t-1)= flow rate on ramp n, in the target sub-segment in the previous time interval 

qramp j(t-1) = flow rate on the upstream on ramp, in the previous time interval 

βi(t-1) = Cumulative inflow-outflow 

Xi = Threshold inflow-outflow 

FTotal(t)= Target ramp inflow for the upcoming time interval 

Again the ramp metering rate for each meter is based on the recent demand observation.  

This consideration is similar to equation 8, except that the upstream on-ramp is included: 
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𝑑𝑘(𝑡−1)
∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑁
𝑛=1 (𝑡−1)+𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑗(𝑡−1)𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑘(𝑡)       (32) 

where  

k = total number of metered ramps (sum of sub-segment ramps and upstream ramp) 

dk(t-1) = demand on ramp k in the previous time interval 

RMRk = demand weighted ramp metering rate for on-ramp k 

It is worth noting that it is possible that a given ramp can be called for inflow control on the 

sub-segment for which it belongs and for supplemental inflow control for the immediate 

downstream sub-segment. In this case, the lower (more restrictive) ramp metering rate will 

be selected. Specifically, the ramp metering rate of the upstream ramp can be determined 

by: 

𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑖+1𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑡) = min [𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑖+1(𝑡),𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑖+1∗ (𝑡)]       (33) 

where 

RMRi+1
Final= selected ramp metering rate for the upstream meter 

RMRi+1= calculated ramp metering rate for the congested upstream sub-segment 

RMRi+1
*= calculated supplemental ramp metering for sub-segment i 

Realizing that upstream supplementation is the limit for controlling inflow into the target 

sub-segment, the restrictions on metering rates below half of the maximum are lifted. 

However, real-time, demand-based equity considerations are still used. In the instance 

where the required ramp metering is below the minimum ramp metering rate, the minimum 

ramp metering will be selected.  
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As congested conditions dissipate, the cumulative inflow-outflow observation will begin to 

fall, as will the need to control inflow. Thus, the required ramp metering rates will gradually 

grow until metering is no longer needed. The sections above describe how ramp meters are 

activated and how the ramp metering rates are calculated and updated. The discussion now 

moves to the control logic for turning off ramp metering. 

3.2.8. Ramp Metering De-Activation 

When multiple ramps are activated to control the ramp flows into a congested sub-segment 

(whether it be from a sub-segment with multiple on-ramps or a supplemental upstream on-

ramp), the ramps are turned off in a sequential order. Eventually, the required metering rate 

will be above half the maximum rate for the downstream meters. If this condition is 

observed for five consecutive intervals, then the farthest upstream ramp will be turned off. 

Each of the remaining ramps will be turned off in a similar fashion until only the most 

downstream on-ramp on the sub-segment remains activated.  

The final ramp meter will be deactivated if the observed inflow-outflow remains below the 

threshold for five consecutive intervals. Recall that when the inflow-outflow drops below 

the threshold value, the maximum ramp metering rate is used. Thus, if the maximum ramp 

metering rate can consistently keep the inflow-outflow below the critical value, the system 

assumes that the congested period is terminating and ramp metering control is no longer 

needed. 
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3.3. Statistical Models for VSL and VSL with Ramp Metering 

Benefits 

3.3.1. Measures of Effectiveness for VSL Control 

Before designing the experiment and gathering the data required for the development of the 

VSL planning tool, evaluation criteria were defined. To evaluate the impact of VSL and 

VSL paired with ramp metering at a given site, three MOEs were chosen to represent 

measures of safety, mobility, and environmental impact, respectively. As evident in the 

literature, observations of crashes are rare events. Furthermore, crashes cannot be 

represented in traffic simulation software. Thus, several surrogate measures of safety have 

been developed and calibrated with field observations. Among the surrogate measures of 

safety, speed variance has been cited as perhaps the strongest surrogate in describing 

increased crash risk (Garber and Gadiraju 1990, Golob et al. 2004, and Abdel-Aty et al. 

2008). Thus, speed variance was selected to measure safety performance. Next, mobility 

was evaluated via total time spent in the network during the analysis period. This is a 

common mobility MOE in the literature, as it includes the impact of VSL or ramp metering 

on the mainline as well as the associated on-ramps.  

Speed variance was calculated using 20-second volume weighted speed data from all the 

detectors on the study segment. Thus, the speed variance (SV) was calculated as: 

𝑆𝑉 =  1
𝐼𝐽
∑ (𝑣𝑖𝑗 − �̅�)2     𝑇
𝑗=1                                             (34) 

where 

�̅� =  1
𝐼𝐽
∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑗

𝐽
𝑗      𝐼

𝑖=1                                                  (35) 
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I = total number of detectors 

J = total number of 20-second intervals in analysis period 

i = detector (1, 2,…, I) 

j = 20 second time interval (1, 2,…,J) 

 

Next, mobility was evaluated using total time spent by all vehicles in the network during the 

analysis period. The total time spent (TTS) was computed as: 

𝑇𝑇𝑆 = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑘𝑙𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐽
𝑗=1                                           (36) 

where  

J = Total number of 20-second intervals in analysis period 

K = Total number of lanes at upstream of bottleneck 

L = Total number of vehicles passing the bottleneck in lane k in time interval j 

j = 20-second time interval (1, 2,…,J) 

k = lane number (1, 2,…,K) 

l =vehicle in lane k during time interval j 

TT = travel time of vehicle k traveling in lane l in time period j 
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Having defined the specific MOEs for safety, mobility, and environmental impacts, the final 

step was to calculate the changes in each respective MOE under VSL or VSL paired with 

ramp metering control. To do so, relative changes in a given MOE were computed using the 

following equation: 

%∆𝑋𝑖 =
𝑋𝑖, 𝑁𝑜𝑉𝑆𝐿−𝑋𝑖,𝑉𝑆𝐿

𝑋𝑖, 𝑁𝑜𝑉𝑆𝐿
                        (37) 

where Xi = a given MOE (i=1, 2, 3) 

Using normalized percent changes relative to the No VSL case offers an important 

advantage over the raw change in respective MOE. This advantage can be best realized 

using an illustrative example. Consider two candidate sites, the first with moderate speed 

variance before VSL control while the second has a large speed variance before VSL 

control.  Upon evaluating VSL control at both sites, the raw changes in speed variance for 

both sites were found to be equal. Thus, one would conclude that in terms of speed variance, 

VSL control had an equal impact at both sites. However, in comparing the normalized 

percent change in speed variance, the moderately congested case would show a greater 

relative improvement to speed variance. 

 It is worth noting that for all three MOEs used in this study, the condition 𝑋𝑖,𝑉𝑆𝐿 <

 𝑋𝑖, 𝑁𝑜𝑉𝑆𝐿  indicates that VSL control provided a benefit. Specifically, under this condition, 

speed variance was reduced, total time spent was reduced, or emissions were reduced. Thus, 

a positive %∆Xi value indicates that VSL control improved that respective measure.  
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3.3.2. Simulation Calibration 

To construct the VSL planning model, a large and robust dataset was needed. However, 

field data for highways under VSL control are very limited. Thus, this study used VISSIM 

(PTV Group, 2013) traffic simulation software to develop an abundant and diverse sample 

of traffic environments. To estimate the impacts of VSL on the aforementioned MOEs, 

several scenarios were simulated with and without VSL control. As described in the 

following sections, the relative changes in MOEs at each scenario were used as the basis of 

the planning model. 

The first step in developing the sample was to ensure that the simulated traffic environments 

reflect field observations. To do so, a field-calibrated traffic environment was used as the 

base scenario from which all other simulated environments where created. The site used for 

this calibration was the westbound direction of MD100, a four-lane, median-divided, limited 

access urban freeway near the Baltimore-Washington Airport with a speed limit of 55 mph 

(Figure 3-8). At this site, the PM peak period bottleneck occurs near the Coca-Cola Drive 

on-ramp (indicated by the red ring in Figure 3.1) from approximately 4:30 p.m. until 6 p.m. 

each weekday. This site was selected as the base site because it was used in the field-

deployed VSL control study conducted by Chang et al. (2011). Thus, detailed measurements 

of vehicle composition, speeds, and empirical travel times were available for calibration of 

the base simulation environment. 
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Figure 3-8: Map of Base Scenario, MD100 (Google Maps, 2013) 

To ensure that the results obtained from the simulated environments reasonably reflect field 

conditions, data from the 2009-2010 field deployment of VSL control conducted by Chang 

et al. (2011) were used. The study site was located on MD100, near Baltimore, MD (Figure 

5.1). MD100 is a four-lane, median-divided freeway with a posted speed limit of 55 mph. 

The westbound direction of this site was selected due to a recurrent afternoon peak period 

congestion pattern stemming from a bottleneck formed near the Coca-Cola Drive on-ramp 

(circled in Figure 3-8). 

3.3.3. Data Set Development 

In order to create a comprehensive planning tool for VSL and VSL paired with ramp 

metering control, a robust dataset of candidate sites must be developed. Recognizing that 
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datasets available for field implementation of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering in 

recurrent congestion are sparse, this study turned to VISSIM (PTV Group, 2013) traffic 

simulation software to generate the dataset.  

The first step in generating the dataset of candidate sites was to identify critical variables 

that may influence the impact of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering control. The 

initial list of critical variables contained 11 variables, each with several possible levels. 

Recognizing that simulating all potential variable levels was not possible, several 

experimental simulation runs were conducted to identify the variables that were significant 

in estimating the effect of VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering in terms of total time 

spent and speed variance. This effort reduced the initial list of 11 variables down to 5 

variables. These variables and their respective levels are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3-1: Final List of Control Variables for Model Development 

Control Variable Variable Levels 

Distance to Upstream On-ramp 

(miles) 0.5 1 1.5 2 

% Trucks 2.5 5 10 15 

V/C at Bottleneck 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 

% V/C from Bottleneck Ramp 10 15 20 25 

Driver Compliance (%) 25 50 75 100 

 

 Upon identifying the factors that may affect the results of VSL and VSL paired with ramp 

metering control, an exhaustive list of all possible variable combinations was created in the 

simulation environment, resulting in 1,024 combinations. For each traffic scenario, the 
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simulation was run under three conditions: no control, VSL control, and VSL paired with 

ramp metering control. The simulated VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering control 

scenarios implement the algorithms proposed in chapters three and four. To reflect the 

natural variation in driver behavior at given sites, each simulation was run under three 

random seeds. Thus, a total of 9,216 total simulations were performed. The final output 

parameters for each simulation environment were calculated by averaging the results of each 

of the three random seeds.  The results of these simulations were used to create the expected 

benefits models in terms of change in total time spent and speed variance under VSL control 

or VSL paired with ramp metering control relative to the no-control case. While simulation 

offers the advantage of creating multiple traffic scenarios, care must be taken to ensure that 

the results accurately estimate field conditions. To do so, this study used field observations 

from a VSL control pilot study. The simulation calibration effort is explained in the 

following section. 

3.3.4. Simulation Calibration 

The parameters that need to be calibrated include: transition flow weight factor αi, 

congestion wave speed γ, jam traffic density dJ, critical traffic density dC, free flow speed uf, 

and traffic model parameters  ν, τ, κ, a. To minimize the difference between detector 

measurement and model prediction results, the calibration objective is set to minimize the 

performance index defined bellow: 

               

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

measured predicted measured predicted
i i i i
measured predicted measured predicted

i k i i i i

q k q k u k u kMin PI
q k q k u k u k

 − −
= + + + 

∑∑

                 (38) 
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One can then apply a Genetic Algorithm to search the optimal values of those parameters. 

The calibration results are listed as follows: 

Table 3-2. The Calibration Results of Parameters 

Parameters Calibrated Values 

αi 0.95 

γ (km/hour) 25 

dJ (veh/lane/km) 120 

dC (veh/lane/km) 30 

uf (km/hour) 100 

ν (km2/hour) 55 

τ (seconds) 36 

κ (veh/km) 40 

a 2.0 

 

For performance evaluation, the micro-simulation software VISSIM, was used as an 

unbiased platform to test the proposed models. Similarly, the key parameters in VISSIM 

were calibrated with the field data. For the car-following parameters, the maximum look 

ahead distance was calibrated to be 1,000 ft and the CC1 (headway time) was set as 0.80 

second. Lane-changing parameters were also calibrated, where the maximum deceleration 

was -20.11 ft/s2 for own and -19.85 ft/s2 for trailing vehicle; the accepted deceleration was  

-8.27 ft/s2 and -6.63 ft/s2 for own and trailing vehicle respectively; and the waiting time 

before diffusion was 90 seconds. 
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3.3.5. VSL Benefits Models 

In order to find the models that produced the most accurate prediction, several model types of 

varying levels of sophistication were evaluated. The first step in the planning structure is to 

construct a decision model. Clearly, the accuracy of the decision model affects the results in the 

later branches of the structure. Therefore, the accuracy of each of the following proposed 

decision models was compared before rules were developed for deciding if VSL improved speed 

variance. The next step was to develop and evaluate predictive models for VSL and VSL paired 

with ramp metering to estimate expected benefits from either ATMS strategy.  

First, in considering the potential application of the planning tool, a hierarchical structure was 

created. Here, the decision maker may not need to know the exact change in safety resulting 

from VSL or VSL paired with ramp metering. Rather, the decision maker may only need to 

know if VSL control has reasonable probability of improving safety. Thus, the speed variance 

was discretized into three levels, No Safety Improvement, Mild Safety Improvement, and 

Considerable Safety Improvement. The decision to implement VSL was based on an ordered 

probit model for changes in safety. If safety is predicted to be improved, the model then 

estimates the changes in total time spent. This modeling method is presented in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: Hierarchical Structure of Planning Model 

Next, a discrete continuous (DC) model was considered. Specifically, the DC model applied in 

this study consisted of an ordered probit discrete model for changes in speed variance and a 

linear regression model to predict changes in total time spent. The proposed model is a spinoff of 

the work by Cirillo et al. (2013). This model is supplemented by an independent linear regression 

model for changes in vehicle emissions from either VSL or VSL paired with ramp metering. The 

primary advantage of using a discrete continuous model is that both discrete and continuous 

models are estimated simultaneously. In doing so, errors in one model can be considered in the 

other model. In this particular application, errors made in the decision model can be reflected in 

the predictions of the effects models. The relationships between these error terms are computed 

by the correlation between the error terms in each model. 

The first step in building the DC model was to discretize the change in speed variance, which is 

inherently continuous. The following discretization rules were based on the distribution of the 

%∆ SV variable: 

Ordered 
Probit:  

% ∆ Safety 

Do Not Use 
VSL 

Linear 
Regression:  

% ∆ TTS 

  

Linear 
Regression:  

% ∆ TTS 

  

Predicted No  
Safety Improvement 

Predicted Mild  
Safety Improvement 

Predicted Considerable 

 Safety Improvement 
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𝑖𝑓 %𝛥 𝑆𝑉 ≤ 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 0                                                          (39) 

𝑖𝑓 0 < %𝛥 𝑆𝑉 ≤ 25, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 1                                                   (40) 

𝑖𝑓 %𝛥 𝑆𝑉 > 25, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 2                                                      (41) 

where 

Bin 0 = no safety improvement 

Bin 1 = mild safety improvement 

Bin 2 = considerable safety improvement 

Next, to predict the ordered change in speed variance we define a variable (Z) that is also 

discretized to determine the speed variance bin. Z is defined by: 

𝑍 = 𝑋𝑆𝑉𝑇 𝛽𝑆𝑉 + 𝜀𝑆𝑉                                                                    (42) 

which was discretized by: 

If 𝑍 < 𝛾0  then 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 0                                                              (43) 

If 𝛾0 < 𝑍 < 𝛾1  then 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 1                                                      (44) 

If 𝑍 < 𝛾0  then 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 2                                                            (45) 

From these relationships, we assume that the error term follows the standard normal distribution, 

ε ~ N(0,1). It follows that Z follows a normal distribution,  Z~N(XTβ, 1). To predict the change in 

total time spent, linear regression was applied as: 

𝑌 = 𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑇 𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑆 + 𝜀𝑇𝑇𝑆                                                               (46) 

where 
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𝑌~𝑁(𝑋𝑇𝛽,𝜎2)                                                                    (47) 

With both components of the DC model described, the joint model was developed by assuming 

the error terms in both components follow a multivariate normal distribution with correlation 

ρ. Thus, the likelihood of a given observation is: 

𝑝(𝑍,𝑌) = 𝑓(𝑌)𝑝(𝑍|𝑌)                                                             (48) 

where  

𝑓(𝑌) =  ∅(𝑌│𝑋𝑇𝛽,𝜎2)                                                             (49) 

Given Y, the conditional probability for the error term of the ordered probit model is: 

𝜀𝑆𝑉│𝑌 ~ 𝑁�
𝑝(𝑌 − 𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑇 𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑆

𝜎
, (1 − 𝜌2)�                                             (50) 

Thus: 

𝑝(𝑍|𝑌) = 𝑝(𝛾𝑖 < 𝑁�𝑋𝑆𝑉𝑇 𝛽𝑆𝑉 +
𝑝(𝑌 − 𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑇 𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑆

𝜎
, (1 − 𝜌2)� <  𝛾𝑖+1                 (51) 

 

The report now turns to presenting the results of the above-described methodologies. 

4. Findings 

4.1. Optimal VSL Control Results 

As a major MOE to evaluate traffic efficiency, the time-dependent travel time can clearly 

reflect the effectiveness of each control strategy. Figure 4-1(A) presents the resulting travel 

time from these two models with the objective of minimizing travel time and the No-VSL 
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scenario. Notably, the travel time starts to increase when the freeway is becoming congested 

(after 7 a.m.). Compared with the no-control scenario, the average travel time is reduced 

under the KF-TTT model, demonstrating the benefits under the VSL control. However, the 

benefit of VSL with BASIC-TTT is not significant. The reason is that without the Kalman 

Filter correction, the macroscopic traffic flow model cannot fully capture the occurrence of 

congestion caused by traffic weaving effect at the downstream bottleneck. From Figure 4-

1(B), it is clear that both speed-variance minimization models can reduce the travel time 

during the congested period (7 a.m.-8 a.m.). Also, the KF-SV model clearly outperforms the 

BASIC-SV model.  

A further comparison between two KF models is shown in Figure 4-1(C). Note that during 

the period from 6:45-7:15 a.m., the KF-TTT model produces a lower travel time than the 

KF-SV model. However, as the congestion increases from 7:15 a.m., the KF-SV model 

begins to show better performance. To understand this interesting finding, we further 

analyzed the simulation process and found that the KF-SV model is more sensitive to the 

change in traffic conditions and it can immediately adjust the speed limit in advance even 

during the moderate congested period. The capability to adjust speed in time can reduce the 

flow rate to the downstream segments, and consequently mitigate the potential shockwave 

impact. 
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Figure 4-1(A). Time-dependent Travel Time: BASIC-TTT, KF-TTT vs. No-VSL Scenario 
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Figure 4-1(B). Time-dependent Travel Time: BASIC-SV, KF-SV vs. No-VSL Scenario 
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Figure 4-1(C). Time-dependent Travel Time: KF-TTT, KF-SV vs. No-VSL Scenario 

As reported in the literature, an effective VSL system can reduce a driver’s “stop-and-go” 

frequency. Therefore, the number of vehicle stops can also be viewed as an effective MOE 

for evaluating the efficiency of each proposed VSL system. Figures 4-2(A) through 4-2(C) 
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also compare the time-dependent number of vehicle stops among different scenarios, and the 

results also indicate the promising property of the KF models, especially the one with the 

objective of minimizing speed variance (KF-SV).  
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Figure 4-2(A). Time-dependent Number of Stops: BASIC-TTT, KF-TTT vs. No-VSL 
Scenario 
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Figure 4-2(B). Time-dependent Number of Stops: BASIC-SV, KF-SV vs. No-VSL Scenario 
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Figure 4-2(C). Time-dependent Number of Stops: KF-TTT, KF-SV vs. No-VSL Scenario 
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Table 4-1 summarizes the MOEs for all scenarios. To prevent the randomness of results, the 

data have been averaged over 10 simulation replications. Moreover, to distinguish the 

performance between the congested (7 a.m.-8 a.m.) and uncongested periods (6 a.m.-7 a.m.), 

Table 4-1 shows the overall results over the entire period and over the congested period. 

Notably, all proposed models can yield significant reduction in both total travel time and 

vehicle stops. Among those four, KF-SV model is the best, yielding a reduction of 36.6 

percent on the vehicle stops and 14.7 percent on the average travel time during the 2-hour 

period. The KF-TTT model, with its dynamic update function, outperformed BASIC-SV 

and achieved a reduction in vehicle stops and travel time, respectively, by 26.9 percent and 

12.6 percent. 

4.2. VSL and VSL with Ramp Metering Benefits Models Results 

4.2.1. Hierarchical Model Results and Analysis 

The entire hierarchical model was built using SPSS (IBM, 2013) software. The first step in 

constructing the hierarchical model was to estimate the parameters for the ordered probit 

VSL control decision model using the model building subset. Using the adjusted VC ratio, 

speed variance under no ATMS control, and driver compliance as predictor variables, the 

probit equation was estimated. Table 4-2 summarizes the results of the ordered probit 

model. Note that Bin 0 (No Safety Improvement) was used as the reference bin. 
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Table 4-1. Performance Comparison between Different Scenarios 

Scenario 6:00-8:00 Ave. # of 

Stops 

7:00-8:00 Ave. # of 

Stops 

6:00-8:00 Ave. Travel 

Time (s) 

7:00-8:00 Ave. Travel 

Time (s) 

Speed 

Variance 

(mile/hr) 

No-VSL 6.34 / 10.49 / 214.6 / 302.9 / 41.3 / 

BASIC-

TTT 

6.10 -3.79% 9.70 -7.53% 211.0 -1.68% 294.0 -2.94% 38.4 -7.0% 

KF-TTT 4.63 -26.97% 7.61 -27.45% 188.5 -12.16% 257.3 -15.05% 34.1 -17.4% 

BASIC-

SV 

5.64 -11.04% 9.30 -11.34% 209.7 -2.28% 290.3 -4.16% 37.5 -9.2% 

KF-SV 4.02 -36.59% 6.33 -39.66% 183.0 -14.73% 241.9 -20.14% 31.4 -23.9% 

 

Table 4-2: Change in Speed Variance Modeling Results in the Hierarchical Structure  

 Parameter Estimate St. Error Wald Sig. 

Th
re

sh
ol

ds
 

Bin 1 (Mild Safety 
Improvement) 

1.164 0.425 7.50 0.006 

Bin 2 
(Considerable 
Safety 
Improvement) 

2.521 0.428 34.733 0.000 

Pr
ed

ic
to

r 
V

ar
ia

bl
es

 No Control SV 0.008 0.000 574.645 0.000 
Adj VC 0.089 0.435 0.042 0.837 
Driver 
Compliance 

0.006 0.001 39.899 0.000 

 

The results from Table 4-2 suggest that the changes in speed variance bins were indeed 

statistically significant from each other. Next, consider the sign of each variable coefficient 

and their respective significance. The estimate for the no ATMS control speed variance was 

positive and statistically significant. This finding makes sense, as one would expect that a 
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scenario with high-speed variance would likely have speed variance decreased under VSL 

control. Moving on to the adjusted VC ratio variable, the estimate was found to also be 

positive. However, the adjusted VC ratio proved to be insignificant in predicting change in 

speed variance. Though this result was not expected, further investigation revealed that the 

cause was related to variable selection. Specifically, the adjusted VC ratio did not 

significantly contribute to explaining the variance model beyond what the other predictor 

variables could explain. Finally, the estimate of the coefficient for driver compliance was 

positive and statistically significant. This finding obviously makes sense because increased 

driver compliance to VSL signs should improve safety benefits. 

To evaluate the prediction accuracy of the model, the parameter estimates in Table 4-2 were 

used to compute the likelihood functions for each scenario in the validation set. To assess 

accuracy, it was assumed that the bin with the highest probability would be assigned as the 

predicted bin for each scenario. Thus, the prediction accuracy was summarized in Table 4-3. 

 Table 4-3: Change in Speed Variance Modeling Accuracy in the Hierarchical 
Structure 

 
 SV Bin 

Predicted Response %∆ SV Bin 
TOTAL Bin 0 Bin 1 Bin 2 

A
ct

ua
l R

es
po

ns
e 

%
∆ 

SV
 

B
in

 

Bin 0 (No 
Safety 
Improvement) 16 48 7 71 
Bin 1 (Mild 
Safety 
Improvement) 15 92 28 135 
Bin 2 
(Considerable 
Safety 
Improvement) 1 39 122 162 

TOTAL  32 179 157 368 
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From Table 4-3, the overall accuracy is simply the sum of the correctly predicted scenarios 

over the total number of scenarios. Thus, the prediction accuracy for the change in speed 

variance was found to be 62.5%. However, it is worth noting that if a scenario is predicted 

in Bin 1 or Bin 2, it will be passed on to the VSL effects models. Under this consideration, 

accuracy may be alternatively defined in a pseudo-binary matter by considering the merging 

of Bin 1 and Bin 2 (i.e., those sites with some level of safety improvement). In doing so, the 

accuracy is elevated to 80.7%. Using the latter approach, 297 scenarios were passed to the 

VSL effects models to predict the expected changes in total time spent and emissions, 

independently. 

Similar to the change in speed variance decision model, the VSL effects models were 

constructed in SPSS using an 80/20 data split for model building (238 observations) and 

evaluation (59 observations). Here, linear regression analysis was applied using the same 

three predictor variables as before: adjusted VC ratio, speed variance under no ATMS 

control, and driver compliance. The results of both the change in total time spent is 

presented in Tables 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Change in Total Time Spent Modeling Results in the Hierarchical Structure 

Variable 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
No Control SV -0.016 0.004 -0.436 -4.234 0.000 
Adj VC -.143 1.512 -0.011 -0.094 0.925 
Driver 
Compliance 0.227 0.008 1.182 26.682 0.000 

 

The results in Table 4-4 suggest that only two of the three predictor variables were found to 

be statistically significant in predicting the change in total time spent resulting from VSL 
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control. While the sign of the adjusted VC ratio was compatible with engineering logic, it 

was found to be insignificant. Similar to the decision model, the adjusted VC ratio did not 

contribute to explaining the variance in change in total time spent beyond what was 

explained by the other predictor variables. In any case, the regression coefficient for speed 

variance with no ATMS control was found to be negative and statistically significant. This 

discovery agrees with intuition, as VSL control aims to reduce speeds of vehicles upstream 

of the bottleneck area. Finally, the coefficient for driver compliance was positive and 

statistically significant. Obviously this result was expected. As more people comply to the 

VSL signs, the duration and severity of the bottleneck are reduced. Thus, one would expect 

the mobility benefits to increase with driver compliance.  

The accuracy of the change in total time spent model was evaluated via the adjusted R2 

value. Here, adjusted R2
TTS was found to be 0.627. 

4.2.2. DC Model Results and Analysis 

In this model structure, the change in emissions was estimated in an independent model. The 

DC model uses the methodologies of Cirillo et al. (2013) to estimate the coefficients for the 

order probit and continuous linear regression models along with the correlation between the 

error terms in both components. To carry out this analysis, a script was prepared using the R 

statistical package (2013).  Using the same model building set as used in the hierarchical 

model, the DC model was constructed. The results are summarized in Table 4-5.  
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Table 4-5: DC Modeling Results  

 Variable β Std. Dev. t Sig. 
O

rd
er

ed
 

Pr
ob

it 
M

od
el

 
(f

or
 %

∆ 
SV

) Driver 
Compliance 

0.007 0.001 7.185 0.000 

Adj VC -.004 0.405 -0.011 0.991 
No Control SV 0.794 0.033 23.717 0.000 
α1 1.353 0.045 30.10 0.000 

Li
ne

ar
 

R
eg

re
ss

io
n 

M
od

el
 

(f
or

 %
∆ 

TT
S)

 Driver 
Compliance 

0.222 0.006 39.630 0.000 

Adj VC -21.627 2.336 -9.257 0.000 
No Control SV -0.919 0.161 -5.713 0.000 
σ2 46.537 1.531 30.390 0.000 

 ρ 0.148 0.027 5.457 0.000 
 

Similar to the ordered probit model in the hierarchical structure, the ordered probit 

component of the DC model found the VC ratio to be insignificant. However, the coefficient 

for driver compliance was found to be both positive and significant, as expected. Next, the 

no-ATMS-control speed variance coefficient also followed expectations in being positive 

and significant.  

Interestingly, in contrast to the linear regression model for total time spent in the 

hierarchical structure component, the analogous component of the DC models found the 

coefficient for the adjusted VC ratio to be statistically significant and negative in sign. 

Considering that this analysis only considers base VC ratios from 0.85 to 1.15, this result 

makes sense. As the VC ratio increases, one would expect the severity and duration of the 

bottleneck to increase and thus the mobility benefits under VSL control to be reduced. Next, 

the no-ATMS-control speed coefficient was discovered to be negative and significant in 

predicting the change in total time spent. As described earlier, this finding agrees with 
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engineering logic. Finally, as expected, the coefficient for driver compliance was positive 

and statistically significant.  

Using the same evaluation methods used to analyze the predictive accuracy of the 

hierarchical model components, the accuracy of the DC model was investigated. The results 

of the ordered probit component of the DC model are presented in Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6: DC Modeling Results  

 
 SV Bin 

Predicted Response %∆ SV Bin 
TOTAL Bin 0 Bin 1 Bin 2 

A
ct

ua
l R

es
po

ns
e 

%
∆ 

SV
 

B
in

 

Bin 0 (No 
Safety 
Improvement) 23 28 6 57 
Bin 1 (Mild 
Safety 
Improvement) 6 107 29 142 
Bin 2 
(Considerable 
Safety 
Improvement) 2 41 126 169 

TOTAL  31 176 161 368 
 

Using the results presented in Table 4.4, the overall predicted accuracy for the ordered 

probit model was found to be 69.6%. However, using the pseudo-binary evaluation 

described above, the accuracy becomes 88.6%. For the linear regression component of the 

DC model, an R2 value of 0.678 was found. 
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5. Conclusions 

5.1. Optimal VSL Control Algorithms  

The basic proactive model used the embedded traffic flow relations to predict the evolution of 

congestion pattern and compute the optimal speed limit. To contend with the difficulty in 

capturing driver responses to VSL control, this study also proposed an advanced model with an 

embedded Kalman Filter function. Both models were investigated with different traffic 

conditions and control objectives. The results of extensive VISSIM simulation revealed that both 

proactive VSL control models can significantly reduce the travel time and the number of vehicle 

stops over recurrent bottleneck locations at MD 100, and the one using minimizing speed 

variance as its control objective clearly outperforms other models, as reflected in the 

performance evaluation results. 

 

5.2. VSL Model Comparison 

 

The results and analysis of the hierarchical and DC models for independent VSL control show 

that the benefits of VSL can indeed be accurately predicted. However, the ordered probit 

component of the DC model structure proved to produce better results in terms of overall 

accuracy and the pseudo-binary definition of accuracy. In fact, the ordered probit DC component 

outperformed its hierarchical counterpart by 7.1% in terms of overall accuracy and by 7.9% in 

terms of pseudo-binary accuracy. In considering the linear models for change in total time spent, 

the DC component showed slight improvements in the hierarchical component with an R2 of 

0.678. 
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The superior results produced by the DC model can be explained by the fact that the DC model 

simultaneously estimates the models for change in speed variance and change in total time spent 

resulting from VSL control. In doing so, errors made in the one model are considering in the 

other model. Applying the correlation between these error terms improved the predictions and 

model fitting in the DC model. 

5. Recommendations  

Despite the promising performance of our proposed models at this exploratory stage, the authors 

fully recognize that much remains to be done on this subject. One of our ongoing tasks is to 

calibrate driver response parameters based on more field data. Also, the sensitivity of model 

performance to the traffic measurement errors was not answered in this study. Other ongoing 

research tasks associated with VSL implementation include: exploring the potential of using 

multiple control objectives, identification of optimal detector locations for updating traffic 

conditions, and optimization of the number of VMS speed displays for smoothing speed 

transition between the free-flow and the bottleneck traffic conditions.  

 

Next, thought the VSL and VSL paired with ramp metering benefits models show promise, each 

needs to be validated and calibrated with field data. As many agencies are investing in ATMS 

strategies to mitigate congestion, more data can be collected on how VSL and ramp metering 

affect the safety and mobility of road users in recurrent congestion.  
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